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Observation of the dynamical Casimir effect in a
superconducting circuit
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One of the most surprising predictions of modern quantum theory
is that the vacuum of space is not empty. In fact, quantum theory
predicts that it teems with virtual particles flitting in and out of
existence. Although initially a curiosity, it was quickly realized that
these vacuum fluctuations had measurable consequences—for
instance, producing the Lamb shift1 of atomic spectra and modifying the magnetic moment of the electron2. This type of renormalization due to vacuum fluctuations is now central to our
understanding of nature. However, these effects provide indirect
evidence for the existence of vacuum fluctuations. From early on, it
was discussed whether it might be possible to more directly observe
the virtual particles that compose the quantum vacuum. Forty
years ago, it was suggested3 that a mirror undergoing relativistic
motion could convert virtual photons into directly observable real
photons. The phenomenon, later termed the dynamical Casimir
effect4,5, has not been demonstrated previously. Here we observe
the dynamical Casimir effect in a superconducting circuit consisting of a coplanar transmission line with a tunable electrical length.
The rate of change of the electrical length can be made very fast (a
substantial fraction of the speed of light) by modulating the inductance of a superconducting quantum interference device at high
frequencies (.10 gigahertz). In addition to observing the creation
of real photons, we detect two-mode squeezing in the emitted radiation, which is a signature of the quantum character of the generation process.
That mirrors can be used to measure vacuum fluctuations was first
predicted by Casimir6 in 1948. Casimir predicted that two mirrors, that
is, perfectly conducting metal plates, held parallel to each other in
vacuum will experience an attractive force. Essentially, the mirrors
reduce the density of electromagnetic modes between them. The
vacuum radiation pressure between the plates is then less than the
pressure outside, generating the force. As this static Casimir effect
can then be explained by a mismatch of vacuum modes in space, the
dynamical Casimir effect can be seen as arising from a mismatch of
vacuum modes in time. As a mirror moves, it changes the spatial mode
structure of the vacuum. If the mirror’s velocity, v, is slow compared to
the speed of light, c, the electromagnetic field can adiabatically adapt to
the changes and no excitation occurs. If instead v/c is not negligible,
then the field cannot adjust smoothly and can be non-adiabatically
excited out of the vacuum.
The static Casimir effect can also be calculated in terms of the
electrical response of the mirrors to the electromagnetic field7. A
similar complementary explanation exists for the dynamical Casimir
effect3. An ideal mirror represents a boundary condition for the electromagnetic field—in particular, that the electric field is zero at the
surface. This boundary condition is enforced by the flow of screening
currents in the metal. A mirror moving in a finite electromagnetic field
then loses energy, because the screening currents will emit electromagnetic radiation, as in an antenna. Classically, we expect this radiation
damping to be zero in a region where the electric field strength is zero.
In quantum theory, however, vacuum fluctuations will always generate

screening currents. Therefore, even moving in the vacuum can cause a
mirror to emit real photons in response to vacuum fluctuations.
If we consider the real experiment of moving a physical mirror near
the speed of light, we quickly see that it is not feasible. This fact has led
to a number of alternative proposals8–20, for instance using surface
acoustic waves, nanomechanical resonators, or modulation of the electrical properties of a cavity.
Here we investigate one such proposal using a superconducting
circuit16,17: an open transmission line terminated by a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device). A SQUID is composed of
two Josephson junctions connected in parallel to form a loop. At the
frequencies studied here, the SQUID acts as a parametric inductor
whose value, LJ, can be tuned by applying a magnetic flux, Wext,
through the SQUID loop. When placed at the end of a transmission
line, this SQUID can then be used to change the line’s boundary
condition. In previous work18,21, we showed that this tuning can be
done on very short timescales. The changing inductance can be
described as a change in the electrical length of the transmission line
and, in fact, provides the same time-dependent boundary condition as
the idealized moving mirror22,23. In the same way as for the mirror, the
boundary condition is enforced by screening currents that flow
through the SQUID. Unlike the mirror, the maximum effective velocity of the boundary, ve, defined as the rate of change of the electrical
length, can be very large compared to the speed of light in the transmission line, c0 < 0.4c, approaching ve/c0 < 0.25 for large modulations
of LJ. The photon production rate is therefore predicted to be several
orders of magnitude larger than in other systems17.
Quantum theory allows us to make more detailed predictions than
just that photons will be produced. If the boundary is driven sinusoidally at an angular frequency vd 5 2pfd, then it is predicted17,24 that
photons will be produced in pairs such that their frequencies, v1 and
v2, sum to the drive frequency, that is, we expect vd 5 v1 1 v2. This
pairwise production implies that the electromagnetic field at these
sideband frequencies, symmetric around vd/2, should be correlated.
In detail, we can predict that the field should exhibit what is known as
two-mode squeezing (TMS)25.
Theoretically, we treat the problem as a scattering problem in the
context of quantum network theory26 (see Supplementary
Information). If the boundary is driven with a small amplitude d,e,
we find that the output photon flux density at frequency v for an input
thermal state is
nout ðvÞ~nin ðvÞzjSðvÞj2 nin ðvd {vÞzjSðvÞj2
ð1Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where SðvÞ~{iðd‘e =c0 Þ vðvd {vÞAðvÞA*ðvd {vÞ, A(v) is the
spectral amplitude of the transmission line and A*(v) is its complex
conjugate. The first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (1),
proportional to the thermal occupation number nin(v), represent the
purely classical effects of reflection and upconversion of the input field
to the drive frequency. They are zero at zero temperature. The last term
on the right-hand side is due to vacuum fluctuations and is, in fact, the
DCE radiation.
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The photon production rate depends on the density of states in the
transmission line, which is jA(v)j2. For an ideal transmission line,
A(v) 5 1 and the DCE radiation measured at a detuning dv from
2
2
vd/2 becomes nDCE
out ðeÞ~ðve =2c0 Þ ð1{e Þ where e 5 2dv/vd is the
normalized detuning and ve 5 d,evd. The integrated photon flux of
the DCE radiation is then CDCE 5 (vd/12p)(ve/c0)2, identical to that of
an ideal mirror oscillating in one-dimensional space23. The relativistic
nature of the effect is apparent here, in that the photon flux goes to zero
if we allow the speed of light to go to infinity.
We present measurements on two samples, both of which consist of
a SQUID connected to an aluminium coplanar waveguide (CPW).
Sample 1 has a long (,43 mm) CPW and sample 2 has a short
(,0.1 mm) CPW (Fig. 1a, b). The samples are cooled to #50 mK in
a dilution refrigerator. This corresponds to a thermal photon occupation number of nin , 0.01 at 5 GHz, which is the centre of our
analysis band. In separate measurements of qubit circuits in the same
set-up, we have demonstrated27 that the radiation temperature of the
system is near the cryostat’s base temperature. If we consider the last
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Figure 1 | Experimental overview. a, Optical micrograph of sample 2. Light
parts are Al, which fills most of the image, while the dark parts are the Si
substrate, visible where the Al has been removed to define the transmission
lines. The output line is labelled CPW and the drive line enters from the top.
Both lines converge near the SQUID (boxed). b, A scanning-electron
micrograph of the SQUID. The SQUID has a vertical dimension of 13 mm and a
normal state resistance of 218 V (170 V) implying LJ(0) 5 0.23 nH (0.18 nH)
for sample 2 (sample 1). A basic electrical characterization of the SQUID is
presented in Supplementary Fig. 1. c, A simplified schematic of the
measurement set-up. The SQUID is indicated by the box with two crosses,
suggestive of the SQUID loop interrupted by Josephson junctions. A small
external coil is also used to apply a d.c. flux bias through a lowpass filter (LP).
The driving line has 36 dB of cold attenuation, along with an 8.4–12 GHz
bandpass filter (BP). The filter ensures that no thermal radiation couples to the
transmission line in the frequency region were we expect DCE radiation. (For
sample 1, the last 6 dB of attenuation were at base temperature.) The outgoing
field of the CPW is coupled through two circulators to a cryogenic low-noise
amplifier (LNA) with a system noise temperature of TN < 6 K. At room
temperature, the signal is further amplified before being captured by two vector
microwave digitizers. The dashed boxes delineate portions of the set-up at
different temperatures, T, which are labelled.

two terms on the right-hand side of equation (1), which are the
response of the system to the changing boundary, we can compare
this small value nin 5 0.01 to the vacuum response, which has a coefficient of 1.
To study the effects of non-adiabatic perturbations, we drive the flux
through the SQUID at microwave frequencies using an inductively
coupled CPW line that is short-circuited ,20 mm from the SQUID.
We measure the output power from the measurement line as a function of drive power and frequency, fd 5 vd/2p. We start with the
analysis frequency tracking the drive at fd/2, where we expect the
DCE radiation to be centred. The results are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. In both samples, we clearly see photon generation for
essentially all drive frequencies spanning the 8–12 GHz band set by
the filtering of the line. This corresponds to an analysis band of
4–6 GHz.
In the next set of measurements, we fix the drive frequency, but scan
the analysis frequency. In this way, we can see over what band photons
are produced for fixed drive frequency. In both samples, we clearly see
broadband photon production for all the frequencies analysed, including detunings from fd/2 larger than 2 GHz. In Fig. 2a and b, we show
results for sample 1. The broadband nature of the photon generation
clearly distinguishes the observed phenomenon from that of a parametric amplifier, which has a narrow band defined by a resonator.
We quantify the photon production rate by referencing it to our
system noise temperature of TN < 6 K, which has been calibrated
previously using a shot-noise thermometer28. The measured power
spectral density is corrected for the transmission variations measured
with a network analyser and then divided by the photon energy, Bv, at
each analysis frequency to convert to nout. In Fig. 2a and b, we clearly
see a corrugated structure in nout, reflecting variations in A(v) caused
by parasitic reflections in the measurement line at, for example, cable
connectors or the input of the amplifier. Overall, we see that nout is
clearly symmetric around fd/2, as emphasized in Fig. 2c and d, which
strongly indicates that the radiation is produced by the DCE and not by
a spurious effect, such as heating.
To make a quantitative comparison to theory, we need to know the
drive amplitude, which is difficult to know a priori as the short-circuit
termination of the pump line is not matched to the characteristic
impedance of the line. We therefore expect the current flowing
through the line to be a strong function of frequency. However, we
see that nout starts to saturate as a function of drive power above the
nominal level of 100 pW (not shown). We now make the reasonable
assumption that this saturation is caused by the drive amplitude reaching the level where the modulation of LJ saturates, that is, where the
sum of the flux amplitude and d.c. bias flux reaches 0.5W0, where
W0 5 h/2e is the superconducting flux quantum. For our working point
of Wext 5 20.35W0, the corresponding flux amplitude is only 0.15W0,
which we have previously demonstrated is experimentally accessible21.
For these large modulations, equation (1) is no longer sufficient
because higher-order processes become important. However, these
processes can be included and nout computed numerically17. As shown
in Fig. 2e, we find that the calculated nout matches the measured value if
we assume modest values of jA(v1)A(v2)j < 2–4. This corresponds
to a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) in our measurement line
of less than 2, which is reasonable. We note that at these large drives,
nout deviates from its linear dependence on drive power, which is
proportional to (ve/c0)2. However, we see in Fig. 2e that the full theory17
captures this deviation well. We also comment that, in making the
calculation, we have made a model of the electromagnetic environment, encapsulated in A(v), to high frequencies. There is a great deal of
uncertainty in doing this. However, with a basic physical model, we see
that we are able to reproduce both the magnitude and drive dependence of nout.
Theory17 also predicts that the output should exhibit voltage–voltage
correlations, known as TMS. Experimentally, we measure the four
quadrature voltages of the upper and lower sidebands, corresponding
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Figure 2 | Photons generated by the dynamical Casimir effect. Here we show
the output flux of the transmission line while driving sample 1 at
fd 5 10.30 GHz. a, b, Broadband photon generation. We plot the dimensionless
photon flux density, nout (photons s21 Hz21), which is the measured power
spectral density normalized to the photon energy, Bv, as a function of pump
power and detuning, dv/2p. Panel a shows negative detunings (axis reversed),
while b shows positive detunings. The symmetry of the spectrum is apparent.
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Positive and negative detunings are recorded simultaneously. The plots are
stitched together from several separate scans, between which we have changed
image rejection filters at the input of the analysers. c, d, The photon flux density
for positive and negative detunings averaged over frequency (at fixed power)
for two different symmetric bands, showing the symmetry of the spectrum.
Error bars, s.d. e, A section through a at dv/2p 5 2764 MHz, along with a fit to
the full theory of ref. 17.

to the observable (Hermitian) quadrature operators I6 and Q6. We
can write the TMS, s2, in terms of the quadratures as
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where Pavg ~ Iz
z Qz z I{ z Q{ =2 is the average noise
power in the sidebands and Æ...æ denotes the expectation value
(Supplementary Information). We also expect a special structure for
the correlations, in particular that ÆI1I2æ 5 2ÆQ1Q2æ and that
ÆI1Q2æ 5 ÆI2Q1æ. Finally, we comment25 that by the proper choice
of analysis phase, we can specify ÆI1Q2æ 5 ÆI2Q1æ 5 0 without loss of
generality, which has been done in writing equation (2) (see
Supplementary Information and Supplementary Fig. 4).
To measure the correlations, we use a single amplifier but take
advantage of the fact that the amplifier noise at different frequencies
is uncorrelated. After amplifying, we split the signal into two separate
analysis chains. We then calculate the four time-averaged IQ crosscorrelation functions. Typical results are shown in Fig. 3. We see very
clear cross-correlations that are ,1,000 times larger than the parasitic
amplifier correlation (see Supplementary Fig. 3). Also, we see that
s2 ~

I+I–
Q+Q–
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Figure 3 | Two-mode squeezing of the DCE field. a, The normalized crosscorrelation functions ÆI1I2æ/Pavg and ÆQ1Q2æ/Pavg, measured on sample 1,
using fd 5 10.30 GHz and | dv/2p | 5 833 MHz. We clearly see crosscorrelations of the order of 25%, and that ÆI1I2æ 5 2ÆQ1Q2æ, as predicted.
The shape of the correlation functions in delay time is determined by the
filtering of the time traces. b, The two-mode squeezing, s2, of the field along
with the one-mode squeezing, s1, at both v1 and v2 as a function of drive
power, measured on sample 1 at | dv/2p | 5 588 MHz. We see that s2 clearly
increases while the single-mode fields remain unsqueezed.
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indeed ÆI1I2æ 5 2ÆQ1Q2æ, as we expect for TMS. The correlations
imply a value of s2 < 0.46, which compares well to the predicted
maximum squeezing of 50%.
Theory further predicts25 that, even though the field is two-mode
squeezed, if we look at either sideband frequency individually, it will
remain unsqueezed, essentially appearing as a thermal field at some
effective temperature. In Fig. 3b, we plot the TMS of the field, s2, along
with the one-mode squeezing, s1 5 (ÆI2æ 2 ÆQ2æ)/(ÆI2æ 1 ÆQ2æ) at both
frequencies, v1 and v2, as a function of drive power. We clearly see
that s2 increases as a function of drive power while the one-mode fields
remain unsqueezed.
In the Supplementary Discussion, we consider, and rule out, a number of spurious effects that could be the source of nout. However, even if
we assume that the photon creation is connected to the non-adiabatic
modulation of the boundary condition, we need to confirm that it is
seeded by vacuum fluctuations, not by spurious noise in the measurement system. To check this, we measured nout with the cryostat temperature elevated to 250 mK, which is roughly Bvd/2kB. The direct
comparison of the fluxes is complicated by the fact the aluminium
CPW becomes lossy at this temperature, so some power will be lost.
Still, we measure the ratio of the output fluxes to be 1.4 6 0.3, which
agrees with the expected value of 1.6 assuming the starting temperature is 50 mK. This tells us that nin =1 at the base temperature, and
that our system is therefore dominated by vacuum effects.
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